
 
 

NEW RELEASE! VPM v10 NOW AVAILABLE IN SIGNLAB V10 PRINT & CUT. 
The latest release build of SignLab v10 Print and Cut now includes an option to upgrade the RIP component (Visual Production 
Manager- VPM) to a new release version of it. 
          
WHY UPGRADE? 
The latest version of Visual Production Manager includes the following new key features and 
enhancements! 
 
NEW FEATURES AND COLOR MANAGEMENT TOOLS 
 
Step and Repeat 

The copy groups feature has been enhanced for seamless, repeatable tiling of PDF, EPS and 
bitmap files. 
Enables the creation of textile patterns, wallpaper and much more. 
 

Contour Cut (In RIP) 
Applied to each individual job. 
Can be setup and applied as a queue attribute automatically to all jobs, bitmap or vector. 
 

New, Easy Color Adjustments 
CMYK adjustments. 
Brightness, saturation, max-ink levels. 
Rendering intent options. 
 

Job Color Replacment  
Replace any color (in output space) with any different color. 
Spot support for  White, Clear and Metallic or any other spot color. 
Includes 8 bits per pixel option in order to preview changes. 

 
Spot Color Synonyms (name substitution) 

Re-name spot colors used for specific actions. 
 

Choke And Spread By Color Plan 
           Choke or spread from design application (AI / Corel), Including White, Clear and Metallic overprint). 
 
Super Print Modes 

Print modes now include layers (layers are no longer part of a queue, but are part of print modes). 
Enables reduction of required queues and provides ability to quickly modify print modes with existing queues as required. 
Provides a simplified UI for inexperienced users. 

 
New Special Effects Plug-ins/Filters 
          Improved KnockMeBlackOut (includes transparency opacity). 
          KnockMeColorout (now supports multiple colors and transparency opacity). 
          New Supersize Image interface. 
          Distressed plug-ins. 

 
Multiple page support 
          Support for RIP’ing multiple page files. 
 
Duplexing  
          Front and backside printing support for printers that provide this option. 
 
ICC Rendering Intents (Improved Color management options) 

Chroma control as well as ability to select multiple rendering intents and merge them for greater color control. 



Costing 
         Greater control and granularity of job cost variables. 
         Displays ink CC usage as well as cost calculation. 

 
GENERAL WORKFLOW IMPROVEMENT'S 
 
Print Queue Import And Export 
         Import and Export custom queues created in other SignLab Print & Cut as well as Digital Factory packages.  

 
Extended Barcode Support 
          Barcode can be used in file name. 
          Layout Manager - Scheduling now supports printing on barcode - scan for job and prints immediately. 
          Option to display input box for barcode in UI for automated workflow, used in conjunction with Layout manager. 

 
Print Templates  
         More flexible, intuitive user interface for improved template design. 
         Crop and tile support. 
         Copies on import. 
         Multiple page support. 

 
IMPROVED USER EXPERIENCE AND INCREASED PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE  
 
General VPM UI Updates 
         Updated scrolling tools. 
         Tabs now included in smart bar for Queue, Page and Job. 
         Increased job preview control options. Based on layers - on/off preview processing on layers. 
 
Improved Crop And Tile UI 
        Higher resolution in preview (for greater accuracy). 
        Updated, easier to use scroll bars as well as zoom in/out UI. 
        Tick marks displayed for overlaps (not included on print). 
        Color coding for simplified differentiation of Group and Queue tabs. 

 
Unicode Standard. Universal Language Support 
       Print mode as well as file import job names in all languages supported. 
 
64 Bit Processing Speed 
      Optimized print processing of virtually any file size jobs. 
 
Improved Threading (Job Processing)  
       Can RIP multiple jobs simultaneously and more efficiently.  

 
PLEASE CONTACT CADLINK OR YOUR LOCAL RESELLER TO UPGRADE NOW 

 

 


